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Fifty Reflective Sentence Starters
1. I just read ..... by …that.....
2. Today....has inspired me to...
3. I’ve outlined many of these steps …
4. There are a lot of ways to …that I...
5. What I like about my job is that …
6. Most of what I’ve reflected on lately....
7. There is one thing that bugs me about…
8. I’m thoroughly impressed with …
9. What I thought to try ...
10. If I really want to make a difference then …
11. I have an exciting announcement …
12. There are many proven strategies that I …
13. I thought it would be fun to share …
14. When will I know that...
15. An interesting thing that happened recently that I…
16. The older I get the more I realise that …
17. I am really intrigued to know that …
18. When ‘fishing for ideas’ I tend to …
19. Ouch! Sometimes thinking hurts because I…
20. I know there’s a tremendous swell of interest in …
21. More often than not I …
22. I finally made up my mind …
23. I have figured out why …
24. Is it really a silly idea for me to ...
25. How do I know that...
26. A different twist I have on the …
27. I know I keep repeating myself that …
28. There has got to be another way for me to …
29. Will it always be like...that makes me...
30. I guess knowing what it means to …
31. One of the earliest lessons I learned about …
32. Entering the mind of a …for me...
33. Change is a process that I...
34. Every so often, I talk with other teachers who …
35. Why have I never considered...before...
36. If I start....now I...
37. How might I know that...
38. It’s really crazy but I...
39. How often have I heard that...
40. What can I do next time if...
41. I tried experimenting with...
42. A great idea that I....
43. I’m not sure if....
44. Turning pale skies to blue for me is about....
45. There is no easy way to say this but I....
46. I enjoyed the...
47. What I am hoping for is...
48. The joy that I get out of...
49. I am keen to motivate...
50. How can I get excited about...when...

